droplets or runs. This thorny problem has been attacked from many angles, including the use of various types
of sizing, such as spray on starches or gelling agents anything likely to prevent blobbing of the finish. Nearly
all of these techniques add a lot of weight as well as odd tones to the coloring. Use a clear tautening Nitrate
dope for the doping procedure.
Smearing the dope treated surface with paper towels or foam brushes does help to prevent runs, but this
technique also wastes a tremendous amount of dope. More coats are then required to obtain a satisfactory
finish. The technique I use avoids these drawbacks though it does tax one's patience and dexterity!
A too thin dope mixture will seep quickly through the silk, forming runs and droplets: a too thick mixture
prohibits smooth brushing. So the trick is to thin your nitrate only slightly
Remember that brush pressure will force the dope through the silk even more quickly and unevenly. It takes
some practice to develop a gentle, quick, one-two-three brush stroke, but once mastered. you'll have it forever.
Never brush dope more than three or four strokes: the dope sets up so quickly that even the softest sable
brushes will leave ridges.
The brush must touch the silk gently in motion, moving perhaps two inches, then immediately back about
three inches, then back along the same path about three inches and that's it. Overlap previous strokes slightly,
and move quickly.
Work on an area about four inches square. Hold the surface horizontal: gravity will draw the dope
downward through the silk. Immediately turn the surface upside down, and work on an area of about the same
size. Immediately turn the surface over again, and brush an area adjacent to the first one. It takes some
dexterity to flip a fuselage or other surface back and forth, but learn to do it. The liquid dope remains in
suspension within the weave of the silk, but doesn't stay in one position long enough for gravity to cause runs
or form droplets.
If you notice an incipient run or droplet forming on the surface just turned upward, simply brush it out very
lightly and quickly to obtain a more even spread. Remember to continue turning the surface over every few
seconds even if you have stopped applying dope.
It takes about two minutes for this first somewhat heavy coat of dope to set adequately to prevent drops and
runs. As the dope sets, the surface will have an uneven Appearance because of slight variations in the
thickness of the dope, but this won't cause lobs or runs. When thoroughly dry, the surface will appear almost
perfectly uniform.
This rather tiresome technique should fill he weave about 90% on the first try. Once a surface has set for a
few minutes, the small unfilled areas (mostly around the edges of your brushed applications) will be readily
apparent Although it's less critical to keep the dope in suspension than it was on the first pass, it’s still better to
touch up several unfilled spots on one surface, then flip it over unfilled spots on one surface, then flip it over
and do the ones on the other side.
The worst is over! Thin the nitrate dope a bit more so that you can lengthen your brush strokes without the
dragging that cause too rapid a drying and brush marks. A thinner consistency is usually better. Brush an even
coat on all surfaces, and allow to set for a day or so.
Lightly sand all edges with #320 silicon carbide paper. Use an old piece of the same grit to gently sand along
the ribs, spars, longerons, and stringers that touch the silk. Your covering job should look pretty good by now
but you're not finished yet.
From this point on, you can either brush or spray; depending on the equipment and facilities you have at hand.
I tend to brush, and suffer the slight brush marks that inevitably creep in.
About four thin coats later, start thinking about trim. If you wish to use contrasting tissue for stripes or
numbers, cut them neatly, lay them in place dry, and spray them with a light water mist. Using your fingers,
gently rub the tissue smooth, and then brush a coat of thinner through the tissue to adhere it evenly to the silk.

If you're going to be running diesel engines, or ignition engines using gasoline and oil, you might consider
your aircraft to be finished at this point. You will, however, still be able to see the grain of the silk: you'll need
about six more thin coats of dope to almost fill it completely. Don't try to accomplish this in one or two thick
coats: brush marks and grossly uneven areas will rob you of pride in your workmanship.
If you have been working with butyrate dope you may wish to add about two more thinned coats, to which
some form of non-tautening agent has been added. Aircraft supply houses normally sell both tautening and
non-tautening varieties of both butyrate and nitrate dope. With butyrate, it's a good idea to use the nontautening variety for the last three clear coats, since this will somewhat lessen the strong shrinking tendency
of butyrate. When using Nitrate dope use the tautening type.
I like to add a durable, fuel proof finish over the nitrate dope, especially in the engine area and the rest of
the fuselage. If I'm using high nitromethane fuels in a two-stroke engine, I spray all surfaces with two thin
coats of *K&B Super Poxy (*Editor-This product is no longer available in 2007). This imparts a high shine
and is very durable. For gas or diesel power I spray one generous coat on the fuselage. For color trim. I almost
always use *K&B Super Poxy color (*Editor-This product is no longer available in 2007), then overspray the
remaining translucent silk covered areas with the clear variety.
Patching: Small slits and punctures can be readily drawn back together with Duco cement. Run a bead of
cement along the edges, and if possible, use a pin to carry the cement to the undersurface of the silk near the
edges. The pin can be useful in guiding the torn edges together, and the cement will set quickly. Later, sand
the surface lightly and overspray with either dope or epoxy (whichever you used for the final finish).
If you're working with a larger slit or tear, use a pin to carry cement along the edges, then further soften the
cement by wetting an area about ½ inch wide on each side of the tear with some thinner on a small brush.
Quickly lay a small piece of plastic wrap over the area, making sure the wetted areas are drawn up level
against the plastic. Strip off the plastic wrap when the area beneath it has dried, and you have a surprisingly
good repair job.
If the damaged area is too large or too badly torn to use these techniques, try this:
Trim the silk back to the nearest supported point, such as a rib or spar. Lightly sand around the edges with
#320 silicon carbide paper. Pay special attention to any epoxy coated surfaces, since you want to sand through
the epoxy to the nitrate coating underneath.
Brush a 3/16 inch wide strip of the dope cement mixture around the perimeter. Trim a piece of silk
to overlap the edge of the opening by 3/ to 1/i inch on two adjacent sides leaving it about an inch long
on the remaining sides. Lay this piece over the opening, and dampen it with a fine water spray. Smooth
the silk evenly along one of the closely trimmed edges, and adhere the edge neatly with a uniform
application of the thickened dope/cement mixture.
Allow the patch to set for a few minutes, then pull the silk taut along the other trimmed edge at a 90°
angle to the first. Keeping the silk damp, pull it taut in the other two directions and adhere it around the
edges.
Allow the surplus material to remain in place for a minute or two, then place a new razor blade
vertically about 3/16 inch from the patched opening and pull the silk edge up against the blade, cutting
the material along the length of the blade.

Move the blade farther along the edge and repeat this process until the edges are neatly
trimmed. Any stray strands or loose spots can be tacked down with dope.

After the patch has thoroughly dried, apply a medium thick coat of dope, flipping the surface over and
back a few times to achieve a good fill coat. Then apply several more coats of thinned dope. Later, you
can sand the area lightly, especially around the edges, and add a few more coats of dope over the newly
covered area before applying your final finish coat.
Be sure to apply enough coats of dope. Well finished silk can last many years, especially if some
form of plasticizer has been added to the dope to prevent over-tautening. A few drops of castor oil were
used as a plasticizer in earlier years, but modern non-tautening dopes contain more advanced
chemicals.

Once you have mastered the technique of covering models with silk, you'll have unparalleled
satisfaction with your handiwork.
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